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On your 14th birthday, you’re dead meat... Chilling SF adventure
from international bestselling author Garth Nix.
"Annora is going to rue the day she ever messed with a Novak..."
If Annora goes through with her treacherous plan, Rose could be
hours from losing Caleb forever. But Rose is still trying to escape
from becoming the main course of her captor's next meal. How
will she ever reach Caleb in time? The burning of Kiev and
Mona's home has sent everyone on a frantic search for the
witch. What happened to her? Did she really abandon The
Shade? The prince's decision to leave the island has left Derek
and Sofia stunned. How will Ben survive adrift in the ocean?
What would become of him even if he did survive? Prepare for
an EPIC journey back to The Shade... Pre-order now! Note: This
book follows on directly after A Shade of Vampire 12: A Shade
of Doubt
The 6th book in the bestselling "A Shade Of Vampire" series has
arrived! Welcome back to The Shade... Derek and Sofia are
finally enjoying a well-deserved break. Staying at a resort with
good food, sun and sea, Sofia is thrilled to witness Derek's reintroduction to the human world. They would almost be mistaken
for a normal young couple, if it were not for the red-eyed
monster lurking in the shadows and watching their every move,
waiting for his signal to pounce...
What if the Elders were not the beginning? Amal and Amane
have discovered something remarkable: the location of the
protein which allows Derek to walk in the sun, even as a
vampire. Along with Tristan and Esme Vaughn, the grown-up
grandchildren of Anna and Kyle, Derek and Sofia set out to
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learn more about the world from which the protein originates and, most importantly, its residents. On arrival, however, they
encounter a new, yet mysteriously familiar species...one which
may predate even the oldest vampire or Mara - and lead them to
question everything they thought they knew. Welcome to Book 1
of Season 10. Buy now! *Beware of spoilers in the reviews
below that are without spoiler alerts*
New & Lengthened 2015 Edition
A Shade of Vampire 10
A Shade of Vampire
Midnight Sun
A Bridge of Stars
Eternal Reign

Dare is a football god with a vengeful
temper to match. He's been known to
break more than a few things. Girls
hearts. Car windshields. Opponent's
faces. But tonight he's got his sights set
on me.
Tick tock. Tick tock. Time is slipping
through the Novaks' fingers like sand.
The only witch with the power to save
them is already within their reach. But
how does one fix what one doesn't know
exists?
THE SERIES WITH OVER A MILLION
BOOKS SOLD Marking the 2nd
Anniversary of the release of A Shade of
Vampire, Derek and Sofia have returned
in time for Christmas! "I never could
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have imagined that Derek and I would
willingly turn back into vampires. But
there are some things in life that you just
can't predict. Like the strange human
disappearances that had started
happening on the coasts surrounding us.
There would have been nothing
mysterious about these kidnappings so
close to our own turf, had The Shade's
vampires not given up drinking human
blood almost two decades ago..."
Welcome back to The Shade.
It's been a year since GASP brought
Ta'Zan's reign of terror to an abrupt end.
A year in which all The Shade's residents
have enjoyed a much-deserved break.
Relationships have blossomed. Babies
have been born. And peace has settled
throughout the realms. What lies in store
next for our Shadian crew? It begins with
a fire and a mystery... and will lead to a
journey unlike any they've experienced
before. Your Shade family awaits you.
Covet
A Shade of Vampire 78
A Birth of Fire
A Shade of Vampire 69
A Shade of Vampire 16
Vinyl
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On the evening of Sofia Claremont's seventeenth
birthday she is sucked into a nightmare from which she
cannot wake. Will she succeed or is she destined to the
same fate that all other girls have met at the hands of
the Novaks?
#1 bestselling author Stephenie Meyer makes a
triumphant return to the world of Twilight with this
highly anticipated companion: the iconic love story of
Bella and Edward told from the vampire's point of view.
When Edward Cullen and Bella Swan met in Twilight, an
iconic love story was born. But until now, fans have
heard only Bella's side of the story. At last, readers can
experience Edward's version in the long-awaited
companion novel, Midnight Sun. This unforgettable tale
as told through Edward's eyes takes on a new and
decidedly dark twist. Meeting Bella is both the most
unnerving and intriguing event he has experienced in all
his years as a vampire. As we learn more fascinating
details about Edward's past and the complexity of his
inner thoughts, we understand why this is the defining
struggle of his life. How can he justify following his
heart if it means leading Bella into danger? In Midnight
Sun, Stephenie Meyer transports us back to a world that
has captivated millions of readers and brings us an epic
novel about the profound pleasures and devastating
consequences of immortal love. An instant #1 New York
Times BestsellerAn instant #1 USA Today BestsellerAn
instant #1 Wall Street Journal BestsellerAn instant #1
IndieBound BestsellerApple Audiobook August MustPage 4/22
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Listens Pick "People do not want to just read Meyer's
books; they want to climb inside them and live there." -Time "A literary phenomenon." -- New York Times
"The child must be named." A name can contain
enormous power. But for Persie Merlin-Crowley, the
powerless daughter of famed magicals Harley Merlin
and Wade Crowley, her name hasn't given her much in
terms of abilities. That is, until her eighteenth birthday
comes around and she Purges a gigantic Hydra that
terrorizes the coven. How could that be possible, if she's
never cast a spell in her life? Then her mother reveals the
deal she made with Leviathan almost twenty years
before--a deal that let the monster name her firstborn
Persie. Or rather, Persephone, as is her true name. He
has given her the "gift" of Purging all manner of
beasts... so that she may become the Queen of the
Underworld like her namesake. Persie is left reeling.
She's spent her life doodling monsters in the margins of
notebooks and dreaming of far-off adventures. Now,
she'll have to stay under her mother's supervision so her
rogue Purges don't wreak havoc. Unless she can find
another way to control her powers... When she learns
about The Basani Institute, a monster-hunting program
in Ireland, she knows this is her one chance. Alongside
her Atlantean best friend and Uncle Finch's annoying
kid, she sneaks out to audition to become a monster
hunter. But Leviathan's gift is one that never stops
giving... Buy now. *Beware of spoilers in the reviews
below that are without spoiler alerts*
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The #1 New York Times Bestselling Series An Amazon
Best YA Book of the Month I may have reached my
breaking point. As if trying to graduate from a school
for supernaturals isn’t stressful enough, my relationship
status has gone from complicated to a straight-up
dumpster fire. Oh, and the Bloodletter has decided to
drop a bomb of epic proportions on us all... Then again,
when has anything at Katmere Academy not been
intense? And the hits just keep coming. Jaxon’s turned
colder than an Alaskan winter. The Circle is splintered
over my upcoming coronation. As if things couldn’t get
worse, now there’s an arrest warrant for Hudson’s and
my supposed crimes—which apparently means a lifetime
prison sentence with a deadly unbreakable curse. Choices
will have to be made...and I fear not everyone will
survive. Don’t miss a single book in the series that
spawned a phenomenon! The Crave series is best enjoyed
in order: Crave Crush Covet Court Charm Cherish
Shade’s Children
A Bond of Blood
A Shade of Vampire 17
An End of Night
An Edinburgh Companion
A Flight of Souls
Ava is drawn back to her hometown just weeks before
her 21st birthday and she has no idea why. After meeting
alpha wolf Caleb, she's content with the small town
living she'd known before, but her best friend Kelly will
reveal Willow Falls is a town with many faces.When
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Ava's mother reveals a secret prophecy, she is faced with
a future far removed from the one she expected.She
must navigate her new love while facing a responsibility
she doesn't feel prepared for. Whether she is ready or
not, everything she knows about Willow Falls is
changing - including her.
A Vial of LifeCreatespace Independent Publishing
Platform
Exiled exorcist Lucian Negru deserted his lover in Hell
in exchange for saving his sister Catarina's soul, but
Catarina doesn't want salvation. She wants Lucian to
help her fulfill her dark covenant with the Fallen Angels
by using his power to open the Hell Gates. Catarina
intends to lead the Fallen's hordes out of Hell and into
the parallel dimension of Woerld, Heaven's frontline of
defense between Earth and Hell. When Lucian refuses
to help his sister, she imprisons and cripples him, but
Lucian learns that Rachael, the lover he betrayed and
abandoned in Hell, is dying from a demonic possession.
Determined to rescue Rachael from the demon he
unleashed on her soul, Lucian flees his sister, but
Catarina's wrath isn't so easy to escape! Skyhorse
Publishing, under our Night Shade and Talos imprints,
is proud to publish a broad range of titles for readers
interested in science fiction (space opera, time travel,
hard SF, alien invasion, near-future dystopia), fantasy
(grimdark, sword and sorcery, contemporary urban
fantasy, steampunk, alternative history), and horror
(zombies, vampires, and the occult and supernatural),
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and much more. While not every title we publish
becomes a New York Times bestseller, a national
bestseller, or a Hugo or Nebula award-winner, we are
committed to publishing quality books from a diverse
group of authors.
That hot guy tied to Lissianna Argeneau's bed? He's not
dessert—he's the main course! Lissianna has been
spending her centuries pining for Mr. Right, not just a
quick snack, and this sexy guy she finds in her bed looks
like he might be a candidate. But there's another, more
pressing issue: her tendency to faint at the sight of
blood…an especially annoying quirk for a vampire. Of
course it doesn't hurt that this man has a deliciouslooking neck. What kind of cold-blooded vampire
woman could resist a bite of that? Dr. Gregory Hewitt
recovers from the shock of waking up in a stranger's
bedroom pretty quickly—once he sees a gorgeous woman
about to treat him to a wild night of passion. But is it
possible for the good doctor to find true love with a
vampire vixen, or will he be just a good meal? That's a
question Dr. Greg might be willing to sink his teeth
into…if he can just get Lissianna to bite.
Twenty-First-Century Gothic
The Shadow of the Wind
Harley Merlin 18
The Marked One A Tangle of Hearts
Shadow and Bone
"That vial of potion may have given me
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life... But what kind of life is this?"
As we gear up for Ben and River's
explosive finale in Book 24, heartpounding adventure, challenged love,
and thrilling discoveries await you in
A Fork of Paths...
Follows Allies of the night.
Diary of a Wimpy Kid
"His time will come..." The vision
Benjamin had of himself as an infant
could hold the answers he desperately
seeks. Answers about his past. Answers
that are key to solving his dilemma in
the present. But perhaps he should stop
to consider, that not all answers are
welcome... Book your ticket back to The
Shade. Buy now!
A Shade of Blood
Imprinted by the Alpha
A Vial of Life
Diary of a Wimpy Kid
A Fork of Paths
Miserere
PLASTIC creators DOUG WAGNER and DANIEL
HILLYARD return with Eisner Award winner
DAVE STEWART for an unsettling tale of
psychopaths, sweet love, and a serial
killer named Walter. When Walter's best
friend, the FBI agent charged with his
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capture, is kidnapped by a death cult of
all-female sunflower farmers, Walter finds
himself deep within an underground
labyrinth filled with secrets and
monsters... but are their monsters more
horrific than his? Collects VINYL #1-6
"This resource in contemporary Gothic
literature, film, and television takes a
thematic approach, providing insights into
the many forms the Gothic has taken in the
twenty-first century"-With over 6 million copies sold in the
series and more than 20,550 worldwide
5-star reviews, A Shade of Vampire will
transport fans of Twilight, The Mortal
Instruments and The Vampire Diaries to a
world unlike any other... On the evening
of Sofia Claremont's seventeenth birthday,
she is sucked into a nightmare from which
she cannot wake. A quiet evening walk
along a beach brings her face to face with
a dangerous pale creature that craves much
more than her blood. She is kidnapped to
The Shade, an enchanted island where the
sun is eternally forbidden to shine - an
island uncharted by any map and ruled by
the most powerful vampire coven on the
planet. She wakes here as a slave, a
captive in chains. Sofia's life takes a
thrilling and terrifying turn when she is
selected out of hundreds of girls to take
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up residence in the tree-top harem of
Derek Novak, the dark royal prince.
Despite his addiction to power and
obsessive thirst for her blood, Sofia soon
realizes that the safest place on the
island is within his quarters, and she
must do all within her power to win him
over if she is to survive even one more
night. Will she succeed? Or is she
destined to the same fate that all other
girls have met at the hands of the Novaks?
Buy now to find out... "I challenge you to
read this book and not love it." - Get
Lost In Fiction ★★★★★ "A new spin on a
crowded genre. Unique, passionate,
thrilling." - Faerie Tale Books ★★★★★
..."an utterly enthralling, highly
exciting and beautifully sensitive story.
Five stars and a standing ovation." Books For Tomorrow ★★★★★
_________________________________________
Note: Derek Novak and Sofia Claremont's
story is only a 7 book series. It
completes in Book 7: A Break of Day, and
the characters embark on entirely new
adventures from Book 8: A Shade of Novak.
A queen, a castle, a dark and ageless
threat—all await Mary Russell and Sherlock
Holmes in this chilling new adventure. The
queen is Marie of Roumania: the doubly
royal granddaughter of Victoria, Empress
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of the British Empire, and Alexander II,
Tsar of Russia. A famous beauty who was
married at seventeen into Roumania’s young
dynasty, Marie had beguiled the Paris
Peace Conference into returning her
adopted country’s long-lost provinces,
singlehandedly transforming Roumania from
a backwater into a force. The castle is
Bran: a tall, quirky, ancient structure
perched on high rocks overlooking the
border between Roumania and its newly
regained territory of Transylvania. The
castle was a gift to Queen Marie, a thankyou from her people, and she loves it as
she loves her own children. The threat is
. . . well, that is less clear. Shadowy
figures, vague whispers, the fears of
girls, dangers that may be only accidents.
But this is a land of long memory and
hidden corners, a land that had known Vlad
the Impaler, a land from whose churchyards
the shades creep. When Queen Marie calls,
Mary Russell and Sherlock Holmes are as
dubious as they are reluctant. But a young
girl is involved, and a beautiful queen.
Surely it won’t take long to shine light
on this unlikely case of what would seem
to be strigoi? Or, as they are known in
the West . . . vampires.
Dark Peril
A Quick Bite
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Shade of Vampire 13
Blaze of Sun
Shadow of Light
Spell of Time

Hearts will tangle, romance will ignite... Continue the
journey in A Tangle of Hearts. Order now! *Beware
of spoilers in the reviews below that are without
spoiler alerts*
Two lovers are bound by the very desires that could
destroy them in this darkly exquisite novel in the #1
New York Times bestselling Carpathian series.
There’s only one way for Dominic—one of the most
powerful of the Carpathian Dragonseekers—to learn
the secrets of the enemy: ingest their parasitic
vampire blood, infiltrate the camp, and relay the
information to the Carpathians before he goes out
fighting. There is no more honorable way to end his
life. Solange is among the last of the dying species
of the jaguar people—fighting to save the remaining
shapeshifters from the hands of her own father, a
monster who slaughtered everyone she loved.
Wounded and weary, she plans one last battle,
hoping to stop the man who has aligned with the
vampires, and accepting her deathly fate. Now, two
warriors from different worlds will find each other at
the end of their time, and discover a new reason to
battle to the death—and against all odds, make it out
alive.
It’s after dark and sixteen-year-old Amelia has
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woken from a nightmare depicting her death. Left
with an insatiable thirst for blood that is only filled
after attacking the school quarterback, she is
awakened to a very disturbing revelation: Amelia is a
vampire and life as she knew it ceases to exist. Now
Amelia must forge a new life while fending off the
constant impulse to turn every human encounter into
a bloody massacre. Only new beginnings aren’t
ever that black and white, and while fighting to make
sense of her increasingly disturbing dreams, the
temptation of a mysterious and forbidden boy—if she
dares to let her guard down—could unveil the lies of
her past and cost her the ultimate price.
Thanks to Mona's discovery, the residents of The
Shade finally know their enemies' ultimate
weakness. But this knowledge will soon be worthless
if they lose the race against the black witches.
Starting out on what seems like an impossible
journey, the Novaks and their closest companions
must solve the mystery that is Magnus and hope to
not lose themselves in the process.
The Art of Falling for You
A Shade of Novak
A Shade of Vampire 22
Shade
A Clan of Novaks
A Shade of Vampire 19
To save the one she loves, Ember must risk it all in a
magical battle that's been lifetimes in the making.As their
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enemy grows more powerful, Ember Brighton and Rane
Andersson are at a loss for how to stop him and restore the
balance of time. As their villainous counterpart seems to
glean more information on Ember and her time traveling
abilities, time is running out to stop him before he becomes
impossible to stop. Retracing their steps may be the only
way to discover secrets to eliminating the threat to
themselves and to Ember's remaining family. A mysterious
stone that Ember possesses may hold the answers she
needs, or worse...the trouble she doesn't.But evil isn't all
that's brewing in this time traveler's world. The knowledge
of being bound to Rane Andersson somehow won't stop
playing in the back of Ember's mind. But with centuries
between them, how bound could they actually be? When it
comes down to it, is the growing connection between
Ember and Rane for good, or will it be their downfall as
they risk everything to keep the other safe?Fans of the
Outlander and A Shade of Vampire series will devour the
next installment of the newest time traveling, paranormal
romance saga! One-Click now to get lost in another time!
In the year 2133, vampires rule America.Within the
Realms, human life is defined by blood.But there is a way
out: The Testing.No one knows what happens to those who
pass. But rumours of the powerful vampire family who
want them spark fear in the chosen few.When sisters Callie
and Montana pass the test, they rebel against their fate
and plan to do what no human has ever done.Escape their
Realm.But the vampires have eyes everywhere and the
girls are soon torn apart, sending them spiralling down two
dangerous paths.One to the vampires.The other to the
slayers.With Callie in the hands of a fierce warrior and
Montana trapped in a terrifying ritual run by the royal
vampires, can they find their way back to each other before
it's too late?Or will their fates be decided by the deadly
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men who shadow them..?Eternal Reign is an upper YA
dystopian paranormal romance with strong female leads
and alpha males. If you loved The Selection Series, the
Twilight Saga and A Shade of Vampire, you'll fall for this
brand new series!
Orphaned by the Border Wars, Alina Starkov is taken to
become the protegâe of the mysterious Darkling, who
trains her to join the magical elite in the belief that she is
the Sun Summoner, who can destroy the monsters of the
Fold.
"When Sofia Claremont was kidnapped to a sunless island,
uncharted by any map and ruled by the most powerful
vampire coven on the planet, she believed she'd forever be
a captive of its dark ruler, Derek Novak. Now, after months
of surviving an endless night, the morning sun may soon
rise again for Sofia. Something has possessed Derek's
heart and he offers her a gift no human slave has ever been
given in the history of his cursed island: escape. High
school, prom and a chance to move on with her life now
await her. But will she be able to forget the horrors that
steal her sleep away at night? ... or the feelings that haunt
her for that tormented prince of darkness?"--Page 4 of
cover.
A Shade of Vampire 24
An Origin of Vampires
A Soldier of Shadows
Castle Shade
Killers of the Dawn

THE EXPLOSIVE FINALE OF BEN AND RIVER'S
SERIES!!!
Derek will rip Caleb's heart out the
moment he lays eyes on him for what
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he's done. Rose is convinced that the
vampire is innocent. But my daughter
has been fooled. Nobody but Caleb could
have stolen away our dear friend. I
gaze out at the dark waters rushing
past us in the submarine, as we speed
closer and closer toward our
destination...
Welcome to the 5th book of The Shade
series... "Of course you know waho I
am. I'm a daughter of the darkness just
as surely as you are his son..." Ever
since his brief encounter with Emilia
at The Shade, Derek's thoughts and
dreams have been haunted with images of
the mysterious, beautiful brunette.
Plagued with guilt, he struggles to
understand why he is so drawn to this
dark stranger from his past. When
Emilia suddenly appears again on the
island, Derek is both terrified and
intrigued. But this time, he is
determined to involve Sofia and
discover who this woman is. If only
Derek and Sofia knew, Emilia is a
mystery that should be left
undiscovered...
Like everyone born after The Shift,
sixteen year-old Aura can see and talk
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to ghosts. Persistent, and often angry,
some even on the verge of becoming
Shades, these violet-hued spirits are
constantly talking to her, following
her, and demanding her help to make
amends for their untimely deaths. Aura
has always found this mysterious
ability annoying and wished she could
find a way to reverse it. She'd much
rather the ghosts left her alone so she
could spend time with her boyfriend,
Logan. But when Logan dies suddenly and
unexpectedly, Aura is forced to
reconsider her connections with the
dead… and, the living. Surely a violethued spirit Logan is better than no
Logan at all, isn't it? And things are
complicated further when new exchange
student, Zachary, is paired with Aura
for a class project researching the
'Shift phenomenon'. Zach is so
understanding - and so very alive. His
support and friendship means more to
Aura than she cares to admit. And, as
Aura's relationships with both the
dead, and the living, become more
complicated, so do her feelings for
both Logon and Zach. Each holds a piece
of her heart… and clues to the secret
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of the shift.
A Turn of Tides
A Gate of Night
What Lies Inside
Persie Merlin and Leviathan's Gift
The Time Traveler's Vampire (Book 2 of
the Magic Bound Saga)
A novel of suspense featuring Mary
Russell and Sherlock Holmes
A new hero will rise... From the ruins
of the final battle, a new hero has
emerged. A hero who will take The Shade
into unchartered territories. Who will
usher in a new world order, in which no
predator may ever be safe again. And
who will experience and learn to love,
like no man has ever done before...
Book your ticket back to The Shade. Preorder A Wind of Change now! Releases
August 30 2015.
From A to Z, the Penguin Drop Caps
series collects 26 unique
hardcovers—featuring cover art by
Jessica Hische It all begins with a
letter. Fall in love with Penguin Drop
Caps, a new series of twenty-six
collectible and hardcover editions,
each with a type cover showcasing a
gorgeously illustrated letter of the
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alphabet. In a design collaboration
between Jessica Hische and Penguin Art
Director Paul Buckley, the series
features unique cover art by Hische, a
superstar in the world of type design
and illustration, whose work has
appeared everywhere from Tiffany & Co.
to Wes Anderson's recent film Moonrise
Kingdom to Penguin's own bestsellers
Committed and Rules of Civility. With
exclusive designs that have never
before appeared on Hische's hugely
popular Daily Drop Cap blog, the
Penguin Drop Caps series debuted with
an 'A' for Jane Austen's Pride and
Prejudice, a 'B' for Charlotte Brönte's
Jane Eyre, and a 'C' for Willa Cather's
My Ántonia. It continues with more
perennial classics, perfect to give as
elegant gifts or to showcase on your
own shelves. Z is for Zafón. Barcelona,
1945: A city slowly heals in the
aftermath of the Spanish Civil War.
Daniel, an antiquarian book dealer’s
son who mourns the loss of his mother,
finds solace in what he finds in the
“cemetery of lost books,” a mysterious
book entitled The Shadow of the Wind,
by one Julián Carax. But when he sets
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out to find the author’s other works,
he makes a shocking discovery: someone
has been systematically destroying
every copy of every book Carax has
written. In fact, Daniel may have the
last of Carax’s books in existence.
Soon Daniel’s seemingly innocent quest
opens a door into one of Barcelona’s
darkest secrets--an epic story of
murder, madness, and doomed love.
Since the implosion at The Oasis and
Derek's stay at Hawk Headquarters, The
Shade has fallen into a state of utter
chaos. To make matters worse, the
citizens of Derek's kingdom have become
suspicious of his loyalties and accuse
him of siding with the enemy. At a time
when Derek desperately needs full
cooperation from his subjects, they
wish to put their own King on trial.
Meanwhile, Sofia is being held hostage
by the hunters. The only fuel that
keeps her going is the thought of
reuniting with Derek--something Reuben
is fighting with every fiber of his
being. Suddenly, Reuben seems to have a
change of heart and offers Sofia a
solution that would secure her and
Derek's future together. But can she
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really trust this man who is so
renowned for his hatred of vampires?
Plunge deeper into The Shade with A
Vial of Life...
An Autumn Tale
A Wind of Change
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